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SEAT COVER 

Four extra seat cover clips have been added to all new Super Deluxe Buddy Seats being 

shipped from the factory to attach the cover more securely. If any replaceable type 

buddy seat covers now out in service happen to come loose from the edge of the seat shell, 

they can be reattached with 4 additional clips, part No. 52465-65 as described in 

this bulletin. 

1. Remove buddy seat from motorcycle. Remove cover from edge of seat shell on both 

sides of saddle nose so that holes can be drilled thru metal edge of seat in locations 

shown in sketch. 

2. Center punch and drill 4 additional 1/8 in. holes about 5/16 in. from edge as shown. 

Be sure seat shell is flat in area where clip is to be installed. If it is not, press or 

hammer the metal so it is flat. This applies to other clip locations also, since clip 

barb will not engage hole if clip lies on an uneven surface. 

3. With seat upside down, attach additional clips on seat cover bead, being sure to 

line up each clip so single barb will line up and engage hole drilled in seat shell 

when cover in installed later. 

BE SURE DOUBLE BARBS DIG INTO PLASTIC BEAD since this locks the cover to the 

clip. 

Note: If any of the old clips are bent out of shape so they won't hold on cover or seat 

shell, they should also be replaced. 

4. After all clips are installed on cover in correct locations, install cover clips on 

shell edge so single barbs snap into small holes in shell. 

BE SURE SINGLE BARB ENGAGES HOLE IN SEAT SHELL since this locks the cover 

and clip to the seat shell. Check by trying to pull cover off near each clip. 
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